Become genius

IF YOU REALLY LIVE YOUR PRESENT MOMENT, expect MAXIMUM ADVICE from
your DIVINITY, in all AREAS of your LIFE. A REAL GIFT FROM HEAVEN. It’s up to
you to experience it.
A THEORY is worthless, without PRACTICE.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, your LIFE will never be the same again.
In this excerpt from page 63 of Nathalie Nathanavich-Ed-Ariane’s LA DÉLIVRANCE PAR
LE SOLEIL, it is clearly mentioned:

IT IS SAID: Live your incarnation in the PRESENT. It’s the best way to get rid of
those weights you do not want to wear anymore and to access the Divine in you. It
is worth repeating; TO ACCESS THE DIVINE IN YOU
Can you understand how Mozart, Einstein, and Tesla have become genius, if not by
connecting to their divinity!!!
At this time, just say often in the day; Am I in my present moment NOW? Because I know
that this is, the ONLY MOMENT THAT REALLY COUNTS
TO LIVE MY INSTANT PRESENT, without criticizing, without judging, (we can
understand that for many, this is not easy)
DID YOU know, that your inner divinity, is speaking to you, when you live 100% in your
PRESENT MOMENT? Without criticizing, judging, condemning, or anything. LIVE
POSITIVELY every day, with positive thoughts.
Thus it allows your DIVINITY, to express herself through you, freely.
She’s just waiting for you, to take the time to listen to her, in a little silence.

THESE ARE THE ONLY REQUIREMENTS, to have positive results.

You will realize that it is no longer the human intelligence that works inside of you but
the DIVINE intelligence.
Believe it or not, one day it will be considered, as the DISCOVERY of the century!!!!!!!!
We invite you to share your experiences, with people around you.
To stay as much as possible in your present moment, you can verbalize what you are doing.
If you put this into practice, get ready to hear often: THIS IS BRILLIANT!!!!!
Or THIS IS AWESOME!!!! What’s happening to me lately?
A deep desire to be at the service of humanity, could help too, just as
EINSTEIN, MOZART, TESLA, did.
It is by placing oneself at the SERVICE of others that one passes through the DOORS of the
KINGDOM of Heaven, WHERE all the great IDEAS come from.
ACCEPT the outstretched hand from your inner divinity, so you can say,
What joy, what happiness, to welcome the divine being that I am and that I have always
been.
If you could in addition, have the attitude of a child, (some will remember the word of Jesus)
who trusts in LIFE, who listens especially to his heart. The heart is your divine center, which
allows you to find who you really are (see p-65-Délivrance par le SOLEIL.)
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